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Creates an interface to edit Wikis (including Wikipedia) using the familiar rich text editing features of any word processor, or a
version of wikis even simpler to use. Installation: Getting a copy of the latest Gwennel source code and running a build. Using
Gwennel Web: Install gwennel.exe locally. In the main window, enter the address of your local installation. Gwennel will start
and you are ready to start editing. Start gwennel.exe and open the WYSIWYG editor. Click on the big blue "Start Editing"
button. You may want to start editing as a new user, or change it in the Options dialog. Click on a user or tag to edit the
corresponding user or tag, depending on the front page you are visiting. You can also click on a 'link' to edit a wikilink in the
page. If you want to edit wikilinks to local pages only, you can check the 'Local Pages Only' checkbox in the Options dialog.
You can view a history of your edits with the 'Log' button, or clear your history with the 'Clear History' button. The 'Save' button
saves the page in local storage, after the editing is done. As local storage can be lost due to browser cache clearings, clicking
'Restore' in the main window will reload the page to match the current version in local storage. The 'Restore' button is disabled
when local storage is currently not enabled. You can 'Approve' (or 'Decline') the page when you leave the page. When you are
done, you can quit gwennel.exe by clicking 'Exit'. The Gwennel Web GUI for Wikipedia WikiHelp: Gwennel Web Wikipedia
GUI WikiHelp: Gwennel Web Recent Changes Blog “I learned that with the law of attraction you are only limited by your own
consciousness. The key is to remain in that state of feeling gratitude and remain mindful that all things are working together for
good.” Audio: How do I work the Law of Attraction? We are incredibly blessed with a community of amazing teachers and
mentors from all walks of life who help us stay
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====================== Gwennel Web is a wiki (read-only/edit-only, real-time collaboration) and WYSIWYG editor for
the Wikipedia (like Mediawiki) and Mediawiki sites. It provides a text-based user interface (HTML) using the Mediawiki API
as well as a WYSIWYG user interface (through Javascript and CSS) to allow the user to create and edit pages (mediawiki
markup). It is developped by nchahid as part of the Gwennel PHP Framework with the support of the
Eclipse/PDT/PHP+MongoDB+Erlang community. Changelog Versions 1.0.2 - May 10th 2011 · Replaced the
config.example.inc config file with a config file used during the development process. · Removed mb_lang_choice,
mb_detect_order, and mb_mbstring support · Removed "includedirectory" support · Updated the installation procedure ·
Removed the "test" page · Fixed the typo errors 1.0.1 - March 23rd 2011 · Optimized the installation process · Updated the
documentation 1.0 - November 1st 2009 · Added support for Mediawiki 1.2 and PHP version 5.1.6 · Completed the
documentation · Updated the readme file · Added support for "Remark" pages 0.1.5 · Added support for the change to "redirect
and to edit conflict" (issue #8) · Added support for checking read-only pages (issue #16) · Added support for starting a "pygw"
session · Updated the installation procedure · Added an example "user.php" · Added a user guide · Updated the readme file ·
Added the ability to migrate the database to a different databasename, datasourcename and server 0.1.4 · Added support for
Mediawiki 1.1.14 · Added support for "page history" (issue #7) · Added support for the name of the file in which to save the
changes (issue #10) · Added support for a different fallback language (issue #8) · Updated the installation procedure · Updated
the readme file · Added a logo 0.1.3 6a5afdab4c
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· Gwennel Web is a WYSIWYG editor for Wikipedia and other MediaWiki sites · Uses the Gwennel Wiki API to interact with
all the features of Wikipedia · Uses Gwennel for the article editing · You don't need any programming knowledge to use
Gwennel Web as it uses common user gestures · Supports almost all MediaWiki languages, including PHP, Perl, Python, Ruby,
and Tcl. · Supports a lot of wikis including Wikipedia, Meta-Wiki, Wikipedia Extensions, MediaWiki Commons, Apache
OpenOffice Wiki, and MyCwiki · Uses PEAR::Text_Template for rendering HTML from templates · Uses a Common Content
Language to ensure that it renders the same way for all wikis · Uses Propel for the database abstraction layer and can support
MediaWiki 1.18.x · Uses the Gwennel Wiki API to perform all kinds of Wikipedia interactions. · Implements the Gwennel
authentication logic. For now, it needs login, remember login, and password. Maybe this will be changed in the future. · Uses the
same search engine as the Gwennel Wiki API · Configurable Timeouts for Wikipedia interactions · Configurable number of
requests to Wikipedia · Configurable number of retries if Wikipedia interactions fail · Runs the logged-in user's session in the
background and serves the page as a ready-to-use dynamic feed for Gwennel Web · Allows to edit images locally · Allows to
create and delete images · Allows to create custom image attributes for different parts of a page · Allows to upload images ·
Allows to drag and drop images · Allows to add custom headers to images · Allows to replace the title and page properties of a
template with values from the editing page · Allows to add new images that can be referenced from other pages · Allows to link
to the image · Allows to create links to images on other pages · Allows to load and save pages locally · Allows to find a page
using keywords · Allows to remember login between sessions · Allows to find a page using keywords · Allows to remember login
between sessions · Allows to create categories and interwiki links outside of the page · Supports image search for parts of a page
· Allows to remember login between sessions · Allows to create categories and interwiki links outside of the page · Allows to
convert images from any MediaWiki format to PNG · Supports almost all

What's New In?

· A WYSIWYG editor for Wikipedia and other Mediawiki sites. · Support for importing pages from other wiki engines. · User-
definable shortcuts. · Commandline interface. · Windows, MacOS and Linux binaries. · Does not require a database. · Supports
tabs. · Auto-indentation. · Fuzzy/case-insensitive search. ·... Gwennel Web is not a wiki viewer. It is based on Mediawiki 1.17. I
was wondering whether someone would consider installing it so I could play with it. I noticed it is listed in Wikipedia's Wiki
Sites but I can't seem to find any other information about it. A: I have been using Gwennel for years, and it's the best
WYSIWYG editor for MediaWiki. It is a project that was developed by Wikidata and MediaWiki developers for the
MediaWiki license. Gwennel users have never needed to install any database, they can edit (create, edit, update or delete) almost
all data in MediaWiki without any problem. I have already used it to create and update some wikis of PwC and Wikia, and in
several other wikis around the world. Wikidata seems to have abandoned the project, but it is alive and known by most of its
developers. I would say Gwennel is completely free software, and the code is available in version control systems and on
GitHub. The main disadvantages with Gwennel are: It is not as powerful as full-blown WYSIWYG editors like TinyMCE,
CKEditor or FCKEditor, but the power of Gwennel is more than sufficient for common MediaWiki uses. It lacks a lot of tools,
such as tags, recently edited, categories, ajax, theming, etc. But if all you want is edit pages, then you can manage to do most
common operations with Gwennel. Gwennel is a fully scriptable editor. You can automate almost everything with your scripts
and make your pages more professional with mediawiki markup. It is a project developed by a group of MediaWiki developers,
it is clearly a huge, well-organized and full-featured project, you can always read the source code, and you can modify it. There
is also no doubt that
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System Requirements:

-Windows XP -1 GB RAM -160 GB HDD -Mac OS X 10.6 or later -512 MB of RAM -300 MB of disk space -8 GB of disk
space -Java (version 1.5 or higher) -Acrobat Reader (version 8 or higher) -a standard web browser -Keyboard and mouse -A
desktop display -Network connection -Cannot connect to the Internet
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